In cases when phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT) is applied to languages with rather free word order and rich morphology, translated texts often are not fluent due to misused inflectional forms and wrong word order between phrases or even inside the phrase. One of possible solutions how to improve translation quality is to apply factored models. The paper presents work on English-Latvian phrase-based and factored SMT systems and, using evaluation results, demonstrates that although factored models seem more appropriate for highly inflected languages, they have rather small influence on translation results, while using phrase-model with more data better translation quality could be achieved.
Introduction
In the last decade statistical machine translation (SMT) has become one of the most popular approaches in the field of automated translation. SMT started with word-based models, but significant advances were made with the introduction of phrase-based models.
Statistical Machine Translation tries to generate translations on the basis of statistical models, with parameters derived from the analysis of bilingual text corpora. SMT approach is language independent, but it requires large bilingual corpora for training. If such corpora are available, good results can be achieved in translating texts of a similar kind. The main advantage of SMT approach is a possibility to build up the system in a relatively small period of time.
One of the prerequisites for classical SMT systems is availability of large parallel corpus which computer then uses in the training process. The lack of large parallel corpus is the main reason why experiments with SMT in Baltic countries have been started only recently, i.e., implementation of Estonian-English (Fishel et al., 2007) and English-Latvian (Skadiņa and Brālītis, 2007) SMT systems have been reported only in 2007.
Phrase-based models (Koehn et al., 2003) typically deals with words or phrases thus often generating wrong form if the text is translated into morphologically rich language. In factored translation models (Koehn and Hoang, 2007) , the surface forms are augmented with factors, such as grammatical information and base form. Thus factored models usually improve machine translation performance for problems such as morphology, free word order, and sentence-level grammatical coherence. For instance, EnglishCzech factored SMT reached 27.04% BLEU for all morphological features and 27.45% BLEU for selected morphological features, in comparison to the baseline of 25.82% BLEU (Koehn and Hoang, 2007) .
The paper presents application of factored approach to English-Latvian SMT and discusses evaluation results, demonstrating that simple factored models have no enough influence on translation quality, i.e., with phrase-based models and more data better results could be achieved as with factored models and less data.
English-Latvian factored translation model
Latvian language is typical representative of morphologically rich languages. Almost all open word classes, i.e., nouns, adjectives, numerals, pronouns, and verbs, are inflective. Latvian nouns and pronouns have 6 cases in both singular and plural. Adjectives, numerals and participles have 6 cases in singular and plural, 2 genders and definite and indefinite form. In Latvian conjugation system there are two numbers, three persons and three tenses (present, future and past tenses), both simple and compound and 5 moods. Moreover, inflected forms are highly ambiguous. Nouns in Latvian have 29 graphically different endings and only 13 of them are unambiguous, adjectives have 24 graphically different endings and half of them are ambiguous, verbs have 28 graphically different endings and only 17 of them are unambiguous. The most common ambiguity classes are feminine singular genitive vs. feminine plural nominative and masculine singular accusative vs. masculine plural genitive.
Initially the phrase-based model was built for JRC Acquis 2.2. corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006) . Human analysis of translation results allowed us to conclude that one of the central problems, which make translation abstruse, is wrong inflectional form (Skadiņa and Brālītis, 2007) . Selection of wrong inflectional form not only influences fluency of translation, but in complex sentences (as most of legal texts) makes translation abstruse. Therefore, to improve translation quality, factored SMT system which uses Latvian morphological analyzer was built (Figure 1 ). For Latvian language three factor model was chosen: inflected form (0), base form (or lemma) (1) and morphological tag (2). The translation process has been decompiled into the following steps:
1. English sentence has been translated into sequence of Latvian factors 1 and 2, using translation table 0-1,2 2. Sequence of Latvian factors 1 and 2 were translated into factor 0, using generation table 1,2-0 In addition three Latvian language models were implemented for each factor. All language models have the same weight during translation process.
The system was built using well known tools and techniques: after text normalization (texts were converted to lower-case, empty lines deleted, punctuation marks were separated from words) the GIZA++ tool (Och and Ney, 2003) 
Evaluation
For test purposes two test collections were created. For automatic evaluation sentences were selected randomly (1 from 1000) from JRC 3.0 corpus after omitting sentences from JRC2.2 corpus, and excluding sentences with possibly wrong alignment. As result text collection for automatic evaluation contains 843 sentences. For human evaluation 200 sentences were chosen from the test collection. Sentences which were included into test collections were deleted from JRC3.0 and JRC2.2 corpora before the training.
The evaluation was performed for four systems: phrase-based model built from JRC2.2 corpus, factored model built from JRC2.2 corpus, phrasebased model built from JRC3.0 corpus and factored model built from JRC3.0 corpus.
At first influence of different parameters, i.e., n-grams in language model, target language corpus, choice of decoder, on phrase-based models was evaluated (Table 1) . As it is shown below the size of corpora has considerable influence on BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) , while choice of decoder and number of n-grams in language model has relatively small influence on translation quality. While influence of size of training corpora on translation quality is obvious result, our main goal was to evaluate the influence of factored models on translation quality (Table 2 ). The first results show that it is possible to increase translation performance using factored models as it is in case of phrase-based model built form JRC Acquis 2.2 corpus and corresponding (same training data, language model order and other parameters) factored model. Factored model built from JRC3.0 Acquis corpus is slightly outperformed by corresponding phrase-based model. The human evaluation showed the similar tendency -the size of training corpus has great influence on translation performance. 58 translations (29%) generated by systems trained on JRC Acquis 3.0 corpus are evaluated as understandable, while for systems trained on JRC Acquis 2.2 only 30 translations (15%) are evaluated as understandable. In 71 cases (35.5%) human evaluator has classified all translations as equal in translation quality; however, most of them are not easily understandable.
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Conclusions
The paper presents first results of EnglishLatvian factored SMT systems showing that at current stage, better results could be achieved with more data as by intelligence, i.e., factored models.
We plan to make deeper and more precise human evaluation of current systems for further elaborations. We plan to research reasons why factored models have not demonstrated sufficient improvements in translation quality, especially for system trained on large (JRC Acquis 3.0) corpus and research possibilities to elaborate factored models.
Recent versions of SMT systems presented here are available at eksperimenti.ailab.lv/smt.
